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Tokyo. 1985.  A commuter train rushes into a crowded station.  A businessman leaps in front of it!  Screams, shouts, 
screeching brakes… A young girl watches the mayhem as her father dies on the tracks.

The Present.  After her father’s suicide, Kimiko moved to the U.S. with her grandfather Kenji and her party-girl sister 
Aiko. Now a level-headed young psychologist, Kimiko starts work in a hospital for disturbed teenage girls where she is 
determined to impress her new boss Dr. Nash, and to help the young women whose suffering is too often ignored.

One girl, Kelly, bullied by a clique of mean girls, reaches out to Kimiko.  Kimiko tries to help but the mean girls get 
the best of Kelly and Kimiko is forced to isolate her.  Kelly is led, kicking and screaming, into the isolation room where 
she yells, “I wish you were all dead!”

Locked away, Kelly is startled by the vision of a dead little girl.  The eerie specter explains that there is a way for 
Kelly’s death wish to come true.  But a price must be paid.

Down the hall, one of the mean girls is murdered by a faceless apparition.  Moments afterwards, Kimiko discovers Kelly’s 
lifeless body in the isolation room.  The hospital’s verdict is suicide – both girls were safely locked away and there 
was no evidence of foul play.  But Kimiko has seen the ghost too. 

Is she crazy?  Or are sinister otherworldly forces to blame for the deaths?  Kimiko confides in her grandfather Kenji.  He 
tells her about an ancient Japanese legend of the ghost Noppera-bo – an evil spirit conjured by enraged victims to avenge 
their wrongs and carry out their evil wishes.  But the wish must be written in blood and avengers must pay with their lives. 
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Kimiko discovers the Noppera-bo has killed many patients over the years.  With the help of co-worker Mike, she uncovers 
a conspiracy led by Dr. Nash to deny the hauntings and whitewash the deaths.  When Kimiko finds her own name written in 
blood on the wall, she must defy Nash and confront the wicked spirit herself.  Opening a window into her own traumatic 
childhood, she realizes with horror that she conjured a Noppera-bo so many years ago, the Noppera-bo that pushed her fa-
ther to his brutal death.

A bloody finale erupts in the corridors of the hospital as Kimiko risks her life to save the girls on the ward and her 
own family from the evil determined to destroy them all.
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David DeCrane – Producer

David’s worked on twenty-five TV movies shot in Los Angeles or Canada in all aspects of development, casting and produc-
tion.  He’s guided the production on a daily basis from the set, directed 2nd unit and carried projects through edit and 
mix.  He’s produced and directed short films and a $50,000 feature that was distributed by Maverick Entertainment in 2005.  
He ran development for World International Network (1999-2002), a company that produced 15-20 TV movies annually at the 
$2 million level.  For director Chris Columbus’ 1492 Films (at Fox) he read, covered and/or did studio notes on over 1000 
scripts and novels.  After graduating from Stanford’s Graduate School of Business he worked in finance for Dino De Lauren-
tiis, and then joined AMC International to build screens in Asia. Before graduate school he served as a Foreign Service 
Officer with the US Department of State in Congo and Washington.  His undergrad degree is from Georgetown, but he’s learned 
as much from jobs as a high school teacher in Watts, a roughneck in Germany and deckhand on an ocean-going tug.     

Doug Howell – Producer

Born and raised in Denver, Doug Howell moved to California to attend the film school at Chapman University. He worked in 
Hollywood in a variety of different production and development positions for numerous producers including: Tony and Ridley 
Scott, Gale Anne Hurd, Pierre David, Haim Saban, and Geena Davis. Doug received an MFA from the AFI Conservatory where 
he produced seven short films including PSYCHO HILLBILLY CABIN MASSACRE! and MULTIPLE CHOICE, both of which are festival 
favorites. Recently, Doug served as Associate Producer of three Lifetime Channel thrillers directed by Doug Campbell, AC-
CUSED AT 17, MATERNAL OBSESSION, and HOME INVASION. 
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Leslie Hope – Director

Perhaps best known for her work as an actor (notably starring as Kiefer Sutherland’s wife, Teri Bauer, on the first season 
of FOX’s, 24) Leslie Hope has recently found herself more often on the other side of the camera. She directed the popular 
romantic comedy A VERY MERRY DAUGHTER OF THE BRIDE, starring Luke Perry and Joanna Garcia, and the highly rated thriller 
A NEIGHBOR’S SECRET for TF-1 and Lance Entertainment. She produced and directed the documentary WHAT I SEE WHEN I CLOSE 
MY EYES, which was selected by over 30 film festivals, won several awards as Best Documentary, and sold to Moviola, The 
Short Film Channel. Leslie was honored to have The Kent Film Festival name an award after her and her film-’The Hope Award 
for Outstanding Work in Documentary Filmmaking’. Most recently she directed MURDOCH MYSTERIES for Shaftesbury Films and 
CityTV, and is attached to direct THE BLING RING for Dick Clark Productions. Leslie’s previous directing and producing 
work includes the development of new works for the stage and a re-examination of the classics for The Wilton Project-a 
theatre company which she founded and ran for 10 years as Artistic Director with Charlie Stratton. She is a co-creator 
and director of the documentary reality series EXTREME MEDICINE and wrote and directed the award-winning short GAYKEITH.



DIRECTOR’S VISION

BLOOD WISH - THE BEGINNING

Japanese legend has it that the Emperor’s daughter was bathing naked in a palace pond where she was seen by a trespassing 
fisherman.  Humiliated and enraged, the princess conjured up a Noppera-bo, a faceless vengeful ghost, to reclaim her honor.  
The ghost skinned the fisherman alive. 

A ten-year-old girl Gin is left soaked in the blood of her murdered parents. In 80’s Japan, young Kimiko is locked in a 
cupboard and forgotten. At The Institute for Troubled Teens, a girl who makes too much noise is sedated to shut her up. 
A howl of protest puts another in isolation. Even depression warrants being shut out and cut off. But hundreds of years 
later, the power of rage and humiliation can still call a Noppera-bo to make right your wrongs.



BLOOD WISH - VISION STATEMENT 

The world of BLOOD WISH exists on several planes. In the Institute, we see modern hard edges, slashing lines, and angled 
corners. There is no curve of forgiveness or protection, and the colors are of blood and decay. Red, brown, and peeling 
moist green. Beds are rectangles of foam wrapped in plastic, windows are high and out of reach, and the overscale of the 
rooms keeps our girls exposed and vulnerable. Everywhere is the spying eye of security cams. There is no safe place to 
be. The shared American home of Kimiko, her sister Aiko and their grandfather Kenji, all three displaced from their life 
in Japan, is an uneasy clash of assimilation. But here too, the dead are watching. Modern life in Japan is remembered as 
grey streaked with neon color, like Polaroid snapshots that have been altered. The reveal of the ancient legend of the 
Noppera-bo is made alive through the animation of watercolor on cloth and traditional woodblock prints.

BLOOD WISH is also a window into the world of girls and women. Alienated teen-age girls, blossoming sexuality that empowers 
and confuses. Exposed tender skin, pouting lips with a slash of lipstick, skirts too short and still sleeping with teddy 
bears. Young women Kimiko and Aiko, are two sisters who have tried to leave the Japan of their girlhoods behind them with 
a fierce assimilation into the American culture of California. But as hard as they try to let go, their grandfather hangs 
on. This is reflected in their wardrobe, their slang, and the stories they tell. The Noppera-bo, the ghostly personification 
of vengeful rage is faceless. Slits for a nose, eyes sealed shut and lips pressed together to make a barely discernible 
slash. Seen mostly in the body of others, out of the corner of an eye, moving down a long hallway, disappearing around a 
corner or into a far away door. The Noppera-bo should feel real, but always out of reach. All effects will be shot in cam-
era in the style of JACOB’S LADDER and video games such as FEAR 2, DEAD SPACE and SILENT HILL.

Integral to the feeling of unease and growing realization of horror is the soundscape of BLOOD WISH. Influenced by Conrad 
Schnitlzer and the Kraut rock music of 70’s Berlin, dissonant man-made sounds of rippling sheet metal, nails on glass, the 
clanking of steel, the hollow eerie sound of breath through plastic tubes all weave the unsettling sound of the movie-a 
reflection of the complete absence of safety felt by the girls and the simmering rage of the Noppera-bo, Kimiko and Gin.  
Merged with the pounding of Kodo-style Japanese drums, flute and vocals, BLOOD WISH should have an aural palette that is 
unlike traditionally scored movies of the genre and instead is a re-conception of what’s scary.

Inspired by everything from French new wave to the experimental black and white movies of the Italian 60’s, from LORD OF 
THE FLIES to GIRL INTERRUPTED, from THE RING to THE GRUDGE, from LET THE RIGHT ONE IN to ASYLUM, BLOOD WISH looks again 
at how angry and abandoned girls can be so scary.

BLOOD WISH is determinedly a psychological horror movie, but on a deeper level it gives voice to the primal rage experi-
enced by teenage girls and young women who writhe and buck against suppressed memories, alienation and deep misunderstand-
ing. BLOOD WISH is a howl to be heard and seen at all costs.
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PRODUCTION INFO

PG-13 Rating

Non-union shoot in Los Angeles

SAG Modified Low-budget with Diversity in Casting Incentive and Background Actor Incentive

20 speaking roles

English language production with brief moments of subtitled Japanese

23 day shoot, 2 days off per week

15 of 23 days in one location -- a hospital

4 locations total -- 3 company moves.

The lead character “Dr. Nash” shoots out in one week

The role of “Kimiko” is a great career opportunity for an appealing, Asian, female lead



Doug Howell
818/802-4323

dohowl@yahoo

David DeCrane
310/699-1690

davdecrane@aol

CONTACT

visit the website : www.bloodwishthemovie.com

           U.S.A mailing address : 4022 Denny Avenue
         Studio City, California 91604
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